Advancing Cleanup on DOE’s
Oak Ridge Reservation
November 17, 2022
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The Office of Environmental Management has cleanup
sites nationwide
 EM is the largest cleanup

program in the world, and
it is responsible for
addressing nuclear sites
used to support the
Manhattan Project and
Cold War

 Oak Ridge is one of the

largest EM cleanup sites

EM sites nationwide

Oak Ridge Reservation

• 32,000+ acres owned by the U.S.
Department of Energy
• Established in the 1940s as part of the
Manhattan Project
• Home to three distinct sites, operated by
three DOE programs

(EM-owned) – cleanup, closure and
redevelopment of former uranium
enrichment site

(NNSA-owned) – national security
and defense missions

(Office of Science-owned) – science
and energy research missions
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Our mission in positively impacting the region
1.

Protecting human
health and the
environment

2.

Enabling critical
ongoing DOE
missions

3.

Making clean
land available for
future use
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We have several major contracts to help us achieve our mission

ORR Cleanup

U-233 Disposition

Outfall 200 Mercury
Treatment Facility

Sludge Processing
Facility

Oak Ridge Reservation
environmental cleanup,
demolition, waste
management

Disposition of U-233
material, and
management of
Building 3019

Construct the
Outfall 200 Mercury
Treatment Facility

Design of TRU Sludge
processing facility

Contract value: $8.3B
Performance period:
February 2032

Contract value: $800M
Performance period:
December 2024

Contract value: $105M
Performance period:
December 2022

Contract value: $49M
Performance period:
December 2023
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Congress provides strong funding to continue advancing
cleanup in Oak Ridge

Appropriation Account

Funding for environmental
cleanup in Oak Ridge

FY20
Enacted
Budget
$682
million

FY21
FY22
FY23
FY23
Enacted Enacted President’s House
Budget Budget Request Mark
$644
million

$630
million

$612
million

$618
million

FY23
Senate
Mark
$637
million
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Our work is a significant contributor to the
state and community’s economy

Of that total,
environmental
cleanup comprises:
• $1.3 billion
economic impact
annually
• Generates nearly
$400 million in
personal income
• Supports 7,000 full
time jobs
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We released our vision for the next decade, and we are already
making headway on our goals


Goal 1: Complete ETTP cleanup and transition site to long-term stewardship
•

Complete soil and groundwater cleanup at ETTP

•

Transfer all reusable land for industry, historic preservation, & conservation

 Goal 2: Reduce radiological risks at ORNL
•

Disposition U-233 inventory

•

Demolish excess contaminated facilities in central campus

•

Disposition inventory of transuranic waste

 Goal 3: Reduce environmental risks at Y-12
•

Demolish excess contaminated facilities at Y-12

•

Build infrastructure & advance research for mercury cleanup

 Goal 4: Ensure adequate onsite waste disposal capacity to support remaining

cleanup

•

Build and operate the Environmental Management Disposal Facility
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Oak Ridge was the first site in the world to remove a former
uranium enrichment complex

East Tennessee Technology Park before cleanup

Buildings demolished could span 225 football fields
Completed work 4 years ahead of schedule and $80
million under budget
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The East Tennessee Tennessee Technology Park is being converted into a
multi-use site that will greatly benefit the community for years to come
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Our work has transformed the East Tennessee Technology Park from a
liability into a community asset that’s attracting millions in new investments
Several large companies
have announced plans to
locate at the site, creating
hundreds of new private
industry jobs
•
•
•
•

Triso-X (400 jobs)
Kairos (55 jobs)
Carbon Rivers (225 jobs)
Ultra Safe Nuclear Corp.
(30 jobs)
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We have many important projects
to address at Y-12 and ORNL
 Transitioned our workforce from to ORNL and Y-12

in 2020, where we have decades of work remaining

 Oak Ridge has many high-risk facilities that pose

risks and challenges to ongoing research and
national security missions

Facilities to address at ORNL

– Focus at ORNL: Remove former research reactors and

isotope production facilities, eliminate uranium-233
inventory, and ship transuranic waste

– Focus at Y-12: Address and retrieve mercury in the

environment, and remove unneeded and contaminated
buildings

Facilities to address at Y-12
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Our work underway will drastically alter the landscape in
ORNL’s central campus area
Crews have already
demolished the Bulk
Shielding Reactor (lower
building in picture).
Deactivation is
advancing on the Low
Intensity Test Reactor
and Oak Ridge Research
Reactor (two top
buildings in picture).
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We are already making progress removing former reactors in
ORNL’s central campus

Crews demolished the Bulk Shielding Reactor in ORNL’s central campus this fall. Other crews
are actively preparing adjacent reactors for near-term demolition.
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We are eliminating ORNL’s uranium-233 inventory liability
while providing medical isotopes for cancer
treatment research
• Nation’s inventory of uranium-233 is stored in the
world’s oldest operating nuclear facility
• Approximately half of the inventory has already been
removed, and work is underway to process and
remove the remaining material
• New partnership with TerraPower is extracting and
providing rare medical isotopes for advanced cancer
treatment research
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Our projects at Y-12 are eliminating risks and supporting
ongoing national security missions

OREM just finished work at the former Biology Complex area that opens
an 18-acre parcel for reuse.
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We are also building infrastructure at Y-12 that protects
against mercury releases in the environment
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Sufficient waste disposal capacity is essential to complete
the next phase of cleanup

• Our current disposal
facility is 83% full, and
we need additional
capacity to complete
cleanup at ORNL and
Y-12
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• DOE, EPA, and TDEC
signed a Record of
Decision allowing us to
move forward with site
prep and the final
design
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We have a monthly news show to keep you updated on our latest
progress – available on air, YouTube, Facebook, and email.

